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� Government intervention creates room for corruption, undermining the purpose of the inter-
vention: �x the market failure.

� The focus focuses on the optimal mixture of market failure and corruption, so develop a theory
of "government failure".

� They add to the standard benevolent government 3 assumptions:

1. Government intervention requires the use of agents ("bureaucrats") to collect informa-
tion, make decisions, and implement policies.

2. These bureaucrats are self-interested, and hard to monitor perfectly.

3. There is some heterogeneity among bureaucrats.

� Example: taxing pollution. A benevolent government would like to tax polluting �rms for
the externality they cause, but pollution is hard to measure, so this creates opportunities for
bureaucrats to be corrupt and demand bribes. This increases the cost of intervention.

� The Model

� Static economy, continuum of risk-neutral agents with mass 1:

� Agents can become entrepreneurs or bureaucrats.

� Entrepreneurs have two choices: "bad" or "good" technology. Both produce y units of output,
but the good one costs e to be acquired, but they also cause a positive externality.

� Let n be the mass of entrepreneurs and x the mass of thos with good technologies. All agents
receive a nonpecuniary payo¤ from the good technology equal to �x with � > e so that this
externality is strong enough to outweight the private cost.

� Without government laissez-faire equilibrium is n = 1 and x = 0: First-best is n = 1 and
x = 1 since � > e:

� Optimal regulation without corruption

� Government intervention to regulate the technology choice. Objective is to maximize social
surplus.

� Technology choice is not observable ! government needs to employ bureaucrats to inspect
entrepreneurs (one per each entrepreneur).

� � the tax paid by bad technology, s the subsidy to good technology (not necessarily s � 0),
and

p (n) = max

�
1;
1� n
n

�
the probability an entrepreneur is inspected (fraction of bureaucrats divided by fraction of
entrepreneurs, or 1). w the public wage.
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� First-best allocation implies probability of inspection p (1) = 0; so it cannot be achieved!

� Timing:

1. Gov announces w; � ; s; and the maximum amount of bureaucrats it will hire 1� n:
2. Agents choose their profession. If more than 1� n go to public sector, they get the job
randomly (same chances for everyone).

3. Those in the private sector choose a technology. This is not oberved by anyone else.

4. Each bureaucrat randomly inspects one entrepreneur.

5. Each bureaucrat reports either "good" or "bad" to the government. Good gets s; bad
pays � :

� Total net surplus is
SS = ny + (� � e)x: (1)

� Limited liability constraint:
� � y: (2)

� �g � �b; with �g = y + p (n) s� e+ �x and �b = y � p (n) � + �x:

� Since an optimal allocation would never have n < 1
2 ; p (n) =

1�n
n so �g � �b reads

s+ � � n

1� ne: (3)

� Now, we also need some bureaucrats, so w + �x � �g; or

w � y � e+ 1� n
n

s: (4)

� Finally, we need budget balance for government:

xp (n) s+ (1� n)w � (n� x) p (n) � ;

or �
1� x

n

�
� � w + x

n
s: (5)

� Notice that (2) must bind: otherwise we can increase both � and n without violating any
constraint, and we would increase the value of the objective.

� Same thing applies for (3) : otherwise increase n:

� So, the objective is to maximize ny + (� � e)x subject to n � 1=2 and

x � min
(
(1� n)2 y

ne
; n

)
:
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� Solution is either n = 1 and x = 0 (laissez-faire equilibrium) or x = n (point E). In E we
have that

nE = xE =

p
y

p
y +

p
e
< 1; (6)

so

SSE = y �
p
ye+ �

p
y

p
y +

p
e
: (7)

� When n = 1 and x = 0; SS = y:

� So E is chosen i¤
� � e > pye: (8)

Here,

sE =
p
ye� y < 0; (9)

wE = �sE = y �
p
ye: (10)

� So, if externality is su¢ ciently big, then it is worth taking agents out of the productive sector
to have some entrepreneurs inspected.

� Optimal Regulation with Corruption
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� We add corruptibility.

� Bureaucrat can demand for a bribe for not to misreport to government the actual choice of
technology. The maximum bribe in both cases is s+ � :

� They assume the bribe is a fraction � of s+ � :

� A corrupt bureaucrat is caught with probability q (exogenous) and he looses all his income
(limited liability constraint, otherwise the result wth no corruption can be achieved at no
cost).

� Timing:

5. Now bureaucrats �rst decides whether to collude with entrepreneur or not.
If bureaucrat doesn�t make an o¤er, he reports truthfully.
If b makes an o¤er: if entr. accepts, b reports according to agreement; if entr. rejects, b
reports "bad".

6. Bureaucrats are inspected. Incomes are con�scated.

� Notice they allow b to report bad technology even if n = x: This can be justi�ed.

� No bureaucrat is corrupt if

w � 1� q
q
� (� + s)

=
1� q
q

n

1� n�e:

� If the above condition doesn�t hold, all entrepreneurs receive the same ex-post pro�ts irrespec-
tive of their technology choice, and therefore no one chooses the good technology. Government
intervention does not a¤ect ex-ante decisions!

� For government intervention to be desirable, the inequality must hold. So this add a new
constraint to the old set.

� It may be the case that the old wage satis�es this constraint.

� The more interesting case is when the old wage doesn�t satisfy the "no-corruption constraint",
so the minimum wage that makes agents be bureaucrats is not enough: bureaucrats receive a
rent.

� Now n � 1=2 could bind!

� Results:

� If q is large enough or � is small enough, corruption can be easily prevented. Corruptibility
of bureaucrats is not important.

� Otherwise, corruption is tempting. Bureaucrats have to be paid a rent.
As long as mkt failure is serious enough (big �) it is wortwhile for the society to withdraw a
large number of agents from productive sector and pay them the required rent.
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� When bureaucrats receive rents, n is LOWER than without corruption (more bureaucrats
now!). The introduction of corruption increases the optimal size of the bureaucracy.

With many bureaucrats corruption can be prevented with a low wage, since the number of
entrepreneurs is small and therefore entrepreneurs are inspected with very high probability,
so a low level of � + s is enough to make them choice the good technology. The low � + s
means low bribes, so a low level of w is enough to prevent corruption.

The second reason is that higher wages need higher revenues for the government, and therefore
gov needs more bureaucrats to collect these revenues.

� Finally, if y is small enough compared to e; the government will have di¢ culties in collecting
revenues to pay subsidies and taxes. This requires even more bureaucrats, n = 1=2, since
gov is trying to minimize wages by reducing bribes and maximize revenues at the same time.
Also, government needs some entrepreneurs to choose the bad technology and act as a tax
base.

� Government intervention is now less successfull when we have corruption: less agents are
choosing to become entrepreneurs, and less entrepreneurs choose the good technology. Still,
if externality is big enough, gov intervention may be preferred over laissez-faire.

� Government intervention and y
e :

� If � = �0 + �1y�2 ; results still hold when �2 < 1
2 : If �2 �

1
2 ; cuto¤ always decreases with y :

Wagner�s Law: intervention increases with income (or time).
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� Conclusions

� Government intervention will create corruption opportunities, rents for public employees,
and misallocation of resources. The possibility of corruption is likely to increase the size
of government and public-sector wages, as compared to the case where corruption was not
possible. And yet, these many faces of government failure do not necessarily imply that
government intervention is harmful. They may arise because the government is trying to tax
some activities while subsidizing others in order to deal with market failures.

� The model predicts that government intervention with partial corruption is likely to be optimal
only when corruption is relatively rare and the market failure it is trying to correct is relatively
important.

� This does not �t LDC experiences.
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